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the connected home

3D Sound Labs is using Nordic
technology to reproduce
cinema quality sound through
headphones

L

ike many pioneering technologies, the smart home has been a long time coming. Home automation
has been a dream for house builders since the routine electrification of dwellings began in the U.S.
in the 1920s and 30s, although practical implementations proved difficult due to rudimental
technology. However, since the 1980s, when the term “smart house” was first coined by the
American Association of Housebuilders, the introduction of cheap and reliable microcontrollers has
accelerated the development of home automation technology.
Today, home automation systems abound. Householders can leave the control of security, heating & air
conditioning, lights, window shades, and more to automated systems. But the true smart home remains
just out of reach. The key challenge to realizing the vision is fragmentation; today’s home automation
systems just don’t play nicely together.
Bluetooth Smart offers an answer. It’s a proven, interoperable wireless technology that allows home
automation devices to communicate seamlessly (no matter where they’re made) and, in a significant
advantage over some other wireless protocols, with a Bluetooth Smart Ready smartphone. Many
consumers own such a smartphone, enabling them to control all their home automation devices via a
central ‘controller’ from virtually anywhere in the home.
Better yet, the advent of technologies such as IPv6 over Bluetooth Smart (introduced by Nordic
Semiconductor with its nRF51 IoT Software Development Kit (SDK) last December) will allow consumers
to use their smartphones to control their Bluetooth Smart home automation from anywhere in the world
(via the Internet and an inexpensive bridge in the home that will act as a relay for the wireless signals).
According to the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG), a recent survey confirmed that consumers
want the ability to control home automation devices while away from the house. For example, 66 percent
of householders said that being able to control their heating or lighting remotely would help them save
energy and cut bills. A further 73 percent wanted to receive smartphone notifications from their home
security system if it detected a threat.
There are some issues to be ironed out. The smart home will likely demand a mesh network, for instance,
so that a degree of redundancy is built into domestic communications and the systems can support tens
of nodes, and Bluetooth Smart doesn’t offer commercial solutions yet. But the Bluetooth SIG has a
dedicated working group toiling feverishly on a mesh product and has just announced mesh support.
Bluetooth Smart technology is also about to benefit from a quadrupling of range which will enhance its
practicality for smart home applications. (See this issue page 10.)
In this issue we take a closer look at the recent advances in home automation including leading-edge
Bluetooth Smart solutions from Nordic customers such as OORT and ilumi. (See page 14.)
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NEWS
The latest developments from Nordic Semiconductor

OORT controllers transform
appliances into smart devices

In brief

OORT, a Polish company
specializing in connected
devices, has launched a
Bluetooth Smart controller
enabling appliance makers to
turn any electronic or
electromechanical device into a
wirelessly connected one.
Employing Nordic
Semiconductor’s nRF51822
Bluetooth Smart System-on-Chip
(SoC) to provide the wireless
connectivity, the OORT
Bluetooth Smart controllers can
be embedded into any existing
device — for example, washing
machines, refrigerators, and
coffee machines — without any
changes to the original hardware.
OORT says this allows firms to
turn the device from a prototype
into a wirelessly connected one
within six to nine months.
Once an appliance is fitted
with the OORT controller,
consumers can directly control
one or all of their smart devices
via the OORT app on their iOS or

Nordic Semiconductor
has launched a Software
Development Kit (SDK) for
engineers designing smart
home applications based on
the nRF52 Series Bluetooth
Smart System-on-Chip (SoC)
complying with the Apple
HomeKit framework. The
highly optimized SDK enables
single chip implementations
running HomeKit Accessory
Protocol (HAP) and
application firmware on
the same chip. The SDK is
designed for ultra low power
applications.

Nordic nRF52
HomeKit SDK

OORT controllers
turn domestic
goods into smart,
connected ones

Android Bluetooth Smart Ready
smartphone. Users can set rules
and create scenarios around the
operation of each device, for
example turning on kitchen
appliances in sequence.
With the addition of a
Bluetooth Smart Ready and
Wi-Fi compatible OORT
SmartHub, devices can also be
operated when away from the
home from a mobile device or
through OORT’s Cloud platform

on a standard web browser. The
user can also collect information
from the devices such as a
product’s power consumption.
“We selected Bluetooth Smart
because it has lots of competitive
advantages,” says Szymon
Janiak, Chief Marketing Officer
for OORT. “It consumes less
energy, pairing is simple, and it
can simultaneously control more
than 400 devices, which is
important for smart homes.”

Nordic, ARM join forces to deliver IoT kits to China
Nordic Semiconductor has teamed up with
microprocessor design company ARM to launch
a new Cloud-enabled Internet of Things (IoT)
education kit for universities in China. Nordic is a
collaborator in the Smart Device Innovation Lab
at Peking University where the kit was unveiled.
The education kit is designed to help lecturers
deliver practical lessons around key IoT
technologies, teaching students how to use the
ARM mbed IoT Device Platform, create
smartphone apps, and control connected
devices. The kit includes Nordic’s nRF51822
multiprotocol System-on-Chip (SoC), ARM Keil
Microcontroller Development Kit (MDK) software
licenses, and a full set of teaching materials.
“University students are the creators and
innovators of tomorrow and it is not only an
honor, but also very exciting to assist in their
learning of the very latest technologies such as
Bluetooth Smart,” says John Leonard, Nordic’s
Product Marketing Manager. “In-depth education
in Bluetooth Smart at an early stage in an

www.nordicsemi.com

ANT stacks for
nRF52 Series
ANT Wireless has released for
evaluation its ANT-capable
protocol stacks exclusively
for use with Nordic’s nRF52
Series SoCs. The company will
be licensing alpha releases of
the “S212 ANT SoftDevice” and
the “S332 concurrent ANT/
Bluetooth Smart SoftDevice”.
The ANT stacks are compatible
with the nRF52832 Engineering
Revision A samples. “We
worked closely with Nordic
to ensure the integrity and
reliability of the stacks,” says
James Fujimoto, Director of
ANT Wireless.

Healthcare, CE
lift IoT sector
The IoT education kit
teaches students how to
create apps and control
connected devices

undergraduate’s career will also help encourage
the next generation of IoT entrepreneurs.”
“China is set to become a leader in IoT
deployments worldwide, so supporting the
development of the Chinese engineering
community is vitally important,” adds Khaled
Benkrid, Worldwide University Program
Manager, ARM. “It is excellent to see Nordic
Semiconductor getting involved so quickly.”

A new market report from
analyst Transparency Market
Research, claims the healthcare
and consumer electronics
sectors will provide the
fastest growing applications
in the global IoT market. The
report said the global IoT
market was currently valued
at $237.8 billion, but would
grow to $924.9 billion by 2021
on the back of technological
innovation in the healthcare
sector, government IoT
initiatives, as well as broader
efficiency and cost reduction
efforts.
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In brief
Nordic posts
record revenue
Nordic Semiconductor has
reported record high revenue
of $53.9 million during the
third quarter of 2015. The
result represents growth of 10.1
percent over the same period
in 2014. Sales of Bluetooth
Smart solutions contributed
$34.2 million towards the
result, or 63.4 percent of total
revenue during Q3 2015, on the
back of a strong performance
in gaming, toys, and wearables,
as well as growth in emerging
building, retail, and healthcare
markets. The company also
reported that over 77 percent
of its staff now work in R&D
including over 100 employees
in Finland.

Gen Y embraces
the smart home
U.S. households with an annual
income of $100,000 or more,
and a head of household
between the ages of 25 and
34, are leading the adoption
of smart home technologies
according to recent research
by Parks Associates. The take
up of smart home devices in
this age group is nearly 30
percent, while in the 35 to
44 age group the adoption
rate was only 21 percent.
Networked security cameras,
smart thermostats, and smart
door locks are the leading
smart device categories, the
research claimed.

Wearables use
rises rapidly
Nearly 40 million U.S. adults
are tipped to use wearable
devices in 2015, a jump
of nearly 60 percent on
2014 according to analyst
eMarketer. By 2018 that
number could climb to
82 million. Wearables are
currently most popular among
consumers between 25 and
44. However, many consumers
don’t see enough value to
motivate a purchase. Buyers
are also price-sensitive.
Because of these challenges,
penetration still remains low
and will not grow as quickly as,
for example, the smartphone
market did soon after launch.

Roller skis put safety first with
wirelessly-operated disc brakes
Norwegian industrial design
company, RollerSafe, has
launched its RollerSafe roller
skis, employing Nordic’s
nRF51822 multiprotocol Systemon-Chip (SoC) to allow users to
set brake parameters from their
Bluetooth Smart device, while
using mature 2.4GHz protocol
software to wirelessly operate the
hydraulic disc brakes.
The roller skis are fitted with
wheels to allow the user to
replicate cross country skiing on
tarmac. Unlike existing models
that employ friction-based
braking, or have no brakes at all,
RollerSafe is said to be the first
roller skis featuring wirelesslyoperated hydraulic disc brakes.
RollerSafe uses Nordic’s
proprietary 2.4GHz protocol
software to provide low-latency
wireless remote control of the
roller skis’ brakes. Bluetooth
Smart is used to wirelessly
connect RollerSafe to a Bluetooth
Smart Ready mobile for braking

RollerSafe is the first roller skis
to feature wirelessly-operated
hydraulic disc brakes

adjustment via a
smartphone app.
The RollerSafe
brakes are
operated via a
trigger remote that
connects to the

user’s existing ski poles. When the
trigger is squeezed, a wireless
signal engages the disc brakes.
For additional safety, the
technology uses a dual brake
redundancy system with a
separate remote for both the left
and right ski controlled by the
corresponding ski pole remote.
“Integrating hydraulic disc
brakes into our roller skis
required a complete redesign as
we had to solve issues of balance,
weight, brake effect,
communication between the ski
and remote control, as well as the
user interface,” says Atle
Stubberud, RollerSafe’s owner
and principal designer.
“The biggest
benefits of using
Nordic’s
technology are the
low power
consumption,
and ability to
communicate
via smartphones.”

IoT SDK delivers banking grade security
to IPv6 over Bluetooth Smart applications
Nordic Semiconductor has
launched its new nRF5 Software
Development Kit (SDK) for the
Internet of Things (IoT). The kit
enables Bluetooth Smart end
node ‘things’ employing IPv6
over Bluetooth Smart to be
commissioned to a network
from a smartphone with
banking grade end-to-end
security.
Available for download from
Nordic’s website (www.
nordicsemi.com) the SDK
enables Bluetooth Smart device
firmware to be updated or
application functionality
upgraded in-the-field from the
Cloud using standard Internet
Protocols (IP) for file transfer.
“Security is one of the main
concerns in most IoT
applications,” says Pär
Håkansson, Product Marketing
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The nRF5 SDK for IoT supports end-to-end security for
IPv6 over Bluetooth Smart running on Nordic’s nRF52 Series

Manager at Nordic. “This means
not only having an encrypted
data link but also ensuring endto-end native and interoperable
IP-based security between the
Cloud service and the end-node
Bluetooth Smart thing is in
place to make sure data is not
compromised.
“In addition, making sure the
router communicates with the
right IoT node in a simple
fashion can be a difficult as IoT

nodes and routers typically have
no real user interface,” adds
Håkansson. “The nRF5 SDK for
IoT solution includes a simple
method for commissioning
nodes to the router using a
mobile phone app.”
The nRF5 SDK runs
exclusively on nRF52 Series
Bluetooth Smart Systems-onChips (SoCs) and is a good fit
for battery-powered IoT
applications.

www.nordicsemi.com

news

LED bulbs and Bluetooth Smart-based
mesh provide customized home lighting
Smart lighting and Internet
of Things (IoT) developer,
ilumi Solutions, has launched
the second generation of its LED
Smartbulbs that can be wirelessly
networked with up to 50 other
Smartbulbs via ilumi’s Bluetooth
Smart-based mesh.
The new A19 and BR30
Smartbulbs employ Nordic
Semiconductor’s nRF51822
System-on-Chip (SoC) to provide
Bluetooth Smart connectivity to
compatible devices. The
Smartbulbs’ Hyperlux LED
technology is said to provide a
palette of over a million colors.
The A19 is an 850+ lumen light
(60W equivalent) that replaces
standard form factor light bulbs,
while the BR30 is an overhead or

floodlight replacement
producing 1150+ lumens (85W
equivalent). The Smartbulbs are
said to use up to 85 percent less
energy than a incandescent light
bulb, and last up to 20 years in
normal operation.
Unlike a standard broadcast
mesh, ilumi’s Bluetooth
Smart-based mesh offers
both broadcast and
direct connection
capability that allows for
more flexible use, along
with an output power up to
15dBm. This provides more
than 50m of bulb-to-bulb
over-the-air range, thanks in
part to Nordic’s nRF51822
SoC’s sensitivity which helps to
extend range.

ilumi’s Smartbulbs can be
wirelessly networked with
up to 50 other Smartbulbs

“With ilumi’s Bluetooth Smartbased mesh users can outfit a
whole house and achieve a full
lighting control system with just a
mobile app on their smartphone,”
says Corey Egan, ilumi
Co-Founder and CEO. “The
beauty is that it’s a simple set up
with robust control that avoids
the user having to deal with a
bridge, router, Wi-Fi network, or
any complex installation.”
The Smartbulbs’ functionality
enhances lighting control. For
example, throughout set up and
use, ilumi provides suggested
light settings for a particular
room or space. Users can also set
schedules and different lighting
experiences based on their
preferences and time of day.

Nordic’s developer community tops 10,000 questions
An engineer with the username
“sebastiano.xinet” has asked the 10,000th
question on Nordic Semiconductor’s web
community for developers, the DevZone
(devzone.nordicsemi.com). It has taken just
over two years for 6,452 registered users to
ask 10,000 questions of their fellow
developers and Nordic’s RF experts since
the website was established in May 2013. Of
the 10,000 questions pitched, over 91
percent have been addressed.
Sebastiano, an engineer with an Italian
bike engineering company, was working
with a Nordic Semiconductor nRF51422
ANT chip with an S210 SoftDevice (ANT RF
software protocol stack) and wanted to
know if it was possible to extract the results
of the chip’s Low Power Comparator
(LPCOMP) from one of the general-purpose
I/O (GPIO) pins.
The solution was provided by Martin
Børs-Lind, a Nordic employee, who

Nordic’s DevZone
has provided
answers to over
10,000 questions

confirmed it was possible and provided an
application example.
Sebastiano’s question is typical of the
in-depth technical queries that feature
regularly on the site from engineers
seeking to extract the optimum

performance from Nordic’s nRF52 and
nRF51 Series Systems-on-Chip (SoCs), plus
the previous generation of nRF24 chips
which remain popular with some sections
of industry and the maker/hobbyist
community.
Nordic says the DevZone continues to
grow in popularity due to its mix of blogs,
comments, technical information, and
shared experiences.
“If you are having a problem or
struggling to understand some aspect of
the Nordic technology usually someone
else has already asked the question [on the
DevZone] and been helped and you can
leverage that information,” explains John
D, a Principal Firmware Engineer and a user
of the Nordic DevZone. “Plus there are
some Nordic customers who are extremely
knowledgeable and helpful on the
[website].” (See ULP WQ Summer 2015
page 18).

Nordic unveils thin WL-CSP

Nordic’s S130 v2.0 SoftDevice (‘stack’) is now available for the
nRF51 Series SoCs. Improvements compared with the previous
version of the stack include the ability to set the number, role,
and bandwidth of connections when initializing the stack. This
allows developers to tailor individual connection performance.
Developers can also streamline RAM used by the stack freeing
up RAM for applications usage. S132 v2.0 SoftDevices will also
be available for the Nordic nRF52 Series SoCs in early 2016.

Nordic Semiconductor has released a thin Wafer Level Chip Scale
Package (WL-CSP) variant of its nRF51822 Bluetooth Smart
SoC to target smart cards and space-constrained wearable
applications. The nRF51822 WL-CSP has a height profile of just
0.35mm, making it the thinnest Bluetooth Smart single chip
solution on the market, and a 3.50 x 3.83mm footprint. The device
is also pin and footprint compatible with existing Nordic nRF51822
CSP variants.

www.nordicsemi.com

In brief

New SoftDevices for nRF51 SoCs
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Nokē Bluetooth Smart padlock
eliminates keys and combinations
U.S. company Nokē has
launched an “unpickable”
Bluetooth padlock, allowing
users to unlock the padlock from
their smartphone without the
need for keys or combinations.
The Nokē Bluetooth Smart
padlock employs Nordic’s
nRF51822 System-on-Chip (SoC)
to provide smartphone
connectivity, allowing the user to
unlock the padlock without
removing their smartphone from
a pocket or bag. Users can share
access with other people on a
one time, permanent or custom
access basis, at the same time
tracking when, where, and who is
using the padlock via the Nokē
partner app.
The owner can also view a
history of locking, unlocking,
shares, and revokes. A Quick
Click tap code provides an

The Nokē Bluetooth Smart
padlock deters thieves
with an ‘unpickable’,
combination-free lock

override facility in the absence of
the user’s smartphone, or if the
smartphone’s battery is dead.
Constructed from hardened

steel and boron, the device is
suitable for any application
where a traditional padlock
might otherwise have been used,

from bicycles and gym lockers, to
storage units, and freight
containers.
Powered by a single coin cell
battery, the device has a battery
life of over 12 months extended, in
part, by the ultra low power
consumption of the nRF51822.
“By using Bluetooth Smart
wireless technology, all our Nokē
locks allow users quick and easy
access to their belongings
without the hassle and
inconvenience of keys and
combinations,” says David
Gengler, Co-Founder and CEO of
Nokē.
“Nokē uses Bluetooth Smart
because of its ultra low power
consumption and reliability.
Nordic’s nRF51822 gave us the
best combination of cost,
reliability, and ease of use,” says
Gengler.

Nordic partners with Avnet Japan to extend Asian network
Nordic Semiconductor has
extended its reach in the key
Asian market, adding Avnet
Japan to its distributor network.
Avnet Japan, including Avnet
Electronics Marketing Asia, will
become one of Nordic’s
distribution partners in Japan,
one of the world’s largest
electronics component markets.
The agreement covers sales,
marketing, and support of
Nordic Semiconductor’s full
range of ultra low power 2.4GHz
wireless solutions. This includes
Nordic’s newly launched nRF52
Series Bluetooth Smart single
chips and Nordic’s ANT wireless
technology solutions.
Avnet Japan has nine regional
domestic offices in Japan and
employs around 480 people.
The Japanese operation is
supported by eight overseas
distribution centers in five Asian
countries outside of Japan.
“Avnet Japan has its own
technical and engineering
divisions, with hardware and

Nordic and Avnet Japan staff celebrate the distribution
agreement between the two companies

software specialists who
provide technical support for
our customers’ projects,” says
Yasumoto Mogi, Avnet Asia’s
Regional President of Japan in
Asia Electronics Marketing.
“Those divisions have an
extensive record in GHz-band
applications, and ample
expertise regarding RF, as well
as being thoroughly familiar
with communication protocols.
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“Accordingly, they will be able
to provide full, systematic
support for Nordic’s wireless
solutions.
“Currently, growth in markets
related to the Internet of Things
(IoT) is accelerating worldwide,
and many of our customers in
Japan are considering the use
of Bluetooth Smart wireless
technology which they see as a
key enabling technology for the

IoT,” explains Mogi.
“Japan is very strong in
markets such as wearables,
gaming, portable consumer
electronics, and navigation. We
are confident that, through this
partnership agreement, Avnet
Japan can provide better
solutions by partnering together
with Nordic Semiconductor and
creating demand for our mutual
customers.”

www.nordicsemi.com

ULP WIRELESS TRENDS
The latest developments in technology

The accessibility of a smartwatch
could see it used as a remote
control for smart home features

Smartwatches used
for home automation

Wearables developers are keen
to exploit the boom of home
automation solutions

Smart home explosion encourages
wearables integration
The flourishing smart home market is driving increased integration efforts from wearables
developers eager to cash in on consumer enthusiasm for home automation solutions.
The smart home market is projected to reach $34 billion per annum by 2020, and
according to ABI Research, smartwatches will drive the most interest for wearables
integration into the smart home, even though fitness trackers topped shipments in 2014.
ABI Research said the integration of wearables with smart home systems would drive
more proximal network communications in the home, as device vendors start to open up
their application program interfaces (API) and share data to deliver more interoperability
between wearables and single-point devices such as lighting and smart home appliances.
“The biggest challenge is delivering wearables value in the smart home while facing
existing limitations such as device interoperability issues, closed platforms, limited
processing, and battery capacity,” says Adarsh Krishnan, Senior Analyst at ABI Research.
In the short term, ABI Research claims wearables applications in the smart home will
focus primarily on delivering time critical notifications and alerts from smart home security
applications. In the longer term wearables will deliver significant value when data is
leveraged to deliver services such as home health care and assisted living.
ABI Research says that among wireless technologies, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are likely
to gain significant traction with wearables penetration in the smart home market. These
technologies will compete with ZigBee, Thread, Z-Wave, and other wireless technologies.

Recent research from analyst New Parks
Associates claims owners of smartwatches
intend to use their devices for home
control and automation tasks.
According to the research, more than
one in five U.S. households that own or
plan to buy a smartwatch, will use this
device for smart home applications.
“The accessibility of a smartwatch
makes it a natural fit as a remote control
for smart home features,” says Harry
Wang of Parks Associates. Wang says the
expansion of mobile device platforms to
wearable form factors is creating many
opportunities for developers to build
services and applications for wearables in
the smartwatch space.
“A close relationship will develop down
the road between wearable device makers
and successful smart home device makers,
app developers, and platform providers,”
he adds. “App usage associated with smart
home devices such as thermostats and
smoke detectors ranges from 83 percent
to over 90 percent of all device owners.”

Open platform supports navigation app development for the blind
Scientists from Carnegie Mellon University
(CMU) and IBM Research have developed an
open platform to support the creation of
smartphone apps to help the blind better
navigate their surroundings.
The computer vision navigation
application tool turns smartphone images of
the surrounding environment into a 3D space
model to help blind people identify in real
time where they are, which direction they are
facing, and provide additional environmental
information to improve navigation.
The IBM and CMU researchers used the
platform to create a pilot app that draws on
existing sensors and cognitive technologies
to inform blind people on the CMU campus
about their surroundings by ‘whispering’ into
www.nordicsemi.com

IBM Fellow Chieko
Asakawa uses a
Bluetooth Smart mobile
app to navigate around
the CMU campus

their ears through earbuds or by creating
vibrations on smartphones.
The app analyzes signals from Bluetooth
Smart beacons located along walkways, and
from smartphone sensors, to help users move
without human assistance.
“While visually impaired people like myself
have become independent online, we are still
challenged in the real world,” says IBM Fellow
Chieko Asakawa, a visiting faculty member at
CMU. “To gain further independence
ubiquitous connectivity across indoor and
outdoor environments is necessary.”
Researchers are also exploring the use of
computer vision to characterize the activities
of people in the vicinity, and ultrasound to
help identify locations more accurately.
ulp wireless quarter | winter 2015 | 7
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Multiprotocol SoCs ease product
migration for Swedish start up
The ability of Nordic’s nRF51822 to run both Bluetooth Smart and 2.4GHz RF protocols
enabled Bitcraze to slash development time for its second-generation quadcopter

N

ordic’s nRF51822
multiprotocol Systemon-Chip is unique
among Bluetooth
Smart SoCs; in addition to being
a high-end Bluetooth Smart
solution the device is also able
to concurrently run 2.4GHz
RF protocols such as Nordic’s
market-proven Gazell software
stack. (The chip is also able to
operate using ANT Wireless’
popular ANT RF protocol.)
Multiprotocol capability is a
big advantage for manufacturers
migrating from product lines
based on Nordic’s proprietary
nRF24 Series 2.4GHz technology
to Bluetooth Smart. (Nordic’s
2.4GHz technology built up a
large user base - particularly
among keyboard and mouse
vendors - because it offered lowlatency, interference-immune
wireless connectivity with far
superior battery life compared
to Bluetooth technology prior to
Version 4.0.) The nRF51822 SoC’s
multiprotocol support allows a
manufacturer to reuse know-how
built up during the development
of 2.4GHz technology-based
products while simultaneously
taking advantage of Bluetooth
Smart’s interoperability with
Bluetooth Smart Ready
smartphones and tablets.
“Multiprotocol support
allows nRF51822 customers to
transition to Bluetooth Smart
while extracting more returnon-investment from mature
software and hardware,” notes
Geir Langeland, Nordic’s Director
of Sales & Marketing.

Bitcraze made the most of the
nRF51822 SoC’s multiprotocol
support for Crazyflie 2.0

“The nRF51822 was a logical update from the
nRF24 Series because it allows us to keep the
existing 2.4GHz RF protocol and USB dongle
while adding Bluetooth Smart support”
SoC enables Bitcraze to use
Bluetooth Smart connectivity to
Bluetooth Smart Ready devices
while retaining the benefits
of mature 2.4GHz protocol
software. The Crazyflie 2.0
development kit is principally
designed for academics and
hobbyists to build, customize,
and ‘hack’.
Bitcraze’s first generation
product, also called Crazyflie,
used Nordic’s nRF24 Series.
The chip’s 2.4GHz RF software
protocol matched Bitcraze’s
requirement for low-latency
wireless remote control and ease

of development. The protocol
proved so successful in the firstgeneration product that the
company wanted to retain the
software for the new design; the
nRF51822 SoC’s multiprotocol
support made this possible.
The palm-sized 27g
quadcopter can be operated
from a PC using the Crazyradio
or Crazyradio PA 2.4 GHz USB
dongles developed for the
original Crazyflie. Alternatively,
the nRF51822 allows the
quadcopter to be wirelessly
controlled from a partner app
on a Bluetooth Smart Ready

Ready for take off

Swedish start up, Bitcraze,
made the most of the nRF51822
SoC’s multiprotocol support
for Crazyflie 2.0, the second
generation of its miniaturized,
open-source four rotor
quadcopter kit. The nRF51822

Crazyflie 2.0 is designed to be customized and hacked
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device such as an iOS or Android
smartphone. Switching between
2.4GHz and Bluetooth Smart
wireless connectivity requires no
interaction from the user.
The on-board Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU)
includes a three axisgyroscope, -accelerometer,
and -magnetometer, allowing
flying parameters to be trimmed
in flight from the operator’s
smartphone. When connected
to a PC, the Crazyflie 2.0 can be
flown with a gamepad or joystick,
while flight variables can be set,
logged and displayed graphically
in real time.
“The nRF51822 was a logical
update from Nordic’s nRF24
Series because it allows us
to keep the existing 2.4GHz
radio protocol and USB dongle
while adding [Bluetooth
Smart support],” says Bitcraze
Co-Founder, Arnaud Taffanel.
“Because we make open
source products one very
important characteristic of
Nordic’s chips is that the radio
hardware is documented and
available to its customers. This
means we are confident that
we, and our customers, are able
to use all the capabilities of the
radio,” adds Taffanel.
The nRF51822 is built
around a 32-bit ARM Cortex
M0 CPU with 256kB/128kB
flash and 32kB/16kB RAM.
The embedded 2.4GHz
transceiver is fully compliant
with Bluetooth v4.2, the latest
Bluetooth Smart specification.
In the multiprotocol chip, the
Bluetooth RF software operates
separately as a SoftDevice while
the Nordic (or other proprietary)
protocol works together with
the application program. A Soft
Device manager decides which
protocol takes priority and
ensures that the other protocol is
disabled. Z
www.nordicsemi.com

COMMENT

Touch-to-Pair delivers consumer
friendly wireless pairing
Embedded in Nordic’s latest Bluetooth Smart SoC is NFC technology that makes
pairing as simple as touching two wireless devices together. By Geir Langeland
Geir Langeland is
Director of Sales &
Marketing, Nordic
Semiconductor

U

ltra low power (ULP)
wireless technology
has transformed our
lives. In its early days,
the technology transformed
desktops by eliminating the
cables connecting keyboards
and mice to PCs. Later, amateur
athletes and cyclists used
ULP wireless to link speed &
distance-, cadence-, and powermonitors to sportswatches
and cycle computers without
draping their bodies and bikes
with fiddly wiring. Fast forward
to today and ULP wireless is
firmly in the mainstream with
popular Bluetooth Smart Ready
smartphones and tablets using
the technology to communicate
with a rapidly expanding range
of fitness gadgets, toys, home
automation, environment
monitors, and much more.
But despite the rapid
developments in ULP wireless,
whether it’s based on
proprietary, ANT or Bluetooth
Smart technology, one thing
has remained constant; before
the user can take advantage
of the convenience of wireless
connectivity, the two (or more)
devices in the network must
be paired. Pairing establishes a
secure, robust wireless link for
information transfer.
While it’s not the most
challenging task, pairing does
take some effort on the part of
the user and typically demands
a Human Interface Device
(HID) such as a display and/
or a keyboard. Pairing can be
an inconvenience (particularly
as it doesn’t always work first
time) and might have to be
repeated after device resets or
when batteries are replaced.
www.nordicsemi.com

The incorporation of
NFC into the nRF52
Series SoC will lead to
‘touch-to-pair’ products
that enhance the
consumer’s experience

“As more things become wirelesslyenabled, many will not be equipped with an
HID so manual pairing will be impossible”
Moreover, as more things
become wirelessly-enabled,
many will not be equipped
with an HID so manual pairing
will be impossible. (Consider,
for example, the tiny sensors
and other ‘things’ that are
increasingly being connected to
the Internet of Things (IoT).)

NFC inductive coupling

Near Field Communication
(NFC) offers a solution. NFC is
a contactless RF technology
that enables devices to share
information at a distance of less
than 10cm. The technology’s
bidirectional communication
ability establishes connections
by the simplicity of touch alone.
NFC employs electromagnetic
induction between two
loop antennae to exchange

information, uses the unlicensed
13.56MHz band at data rates
between 106 and 424kbit/s,
and has been incorporated into
some smartphones.
With NFC’s inductive
coupling, and the absence of
manual pairing, it takes less
than one tenth of a second to
establish a connection between
The nRF52 Series SoC incorporates
NFC-A tag functionality

two devices. The technology
is designed for the transfer of
small volumes of information
over short distances; in contrast,
Bluetooth Smart, for example,
can transmit and receive at
megabit per second rates over
distances up to 30m.
Nordic’s nRF52 Series
Systems-on-Chip (SoCs),
introduced in June this year,
and now in volume production,
are the first Bluetooth Smart
solutions to combine the
strength of both wireless
technologies with the
incorporation of an on-chip
NFC-A tag for consumer
friendly Touch-to-Pair. (See
ULP WQ Summer 2015 pg 14.)
The technology does away
with manual pairing (and
the requirement of an HID to
complete the process).
The nRF52 Series SoC’s
Touch-to-Pair functionality
allows consumers to pair
Nordic-equipped Bluetooth
Smart devices and Bluetooth
Smart Ready smartphones (with
NFC) by bringing them in to
close proximity. NFC technology
completes the steps of enabling,
pairing, and establishing the
Bluetooth Smart connection
with no user intervention.
Once the NFC connection
has completed the pairing,
Bluetooth Smart takes over
- enabling rapid information
transfer over tens of meters.
The incorporation of NFC
into the nRF52 Series SoC will
lead to ‘touch-to-pair’ products
that enhance the consumer’s
experience of Bluetooth Smart
and encourage even more
widespread adoption of this
highly popular ULP wireless
technology. Z
For further information on
the nRF52 Series go to www.
nordicsemi.no
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Bluetooth Smart roadmap
enhances range and data rate
Bluetooth Smart will quadruple its range, double its speed, and introduce a mesh
networking capability in 2016. Sally Ward-Foxton reports

T

Increased range and networking capability could
see widespread Bluetooth Smart networks

Sally Ward-Foxton
is a freelance
journalist specializing
in electronics

he Bluetooth Special
Interest Group (SIG)
has announced major
changes to Bluetooth
Smart which will take effect
in 2016. The changes include
increasing the theoretical physical
range of Bluetooth Smart
by a factor of four, doubling
the potential data rate, and
introducing a mesh networking
capability into the standard for
the first time.
According to the SIG, the
technology enhancements are
intended to increase Bluetooth
Smart’s Internet of Things (IoT)
functionality in the smart home,
industrial automation, locationbased services, and smart
infrastructure.
“The smart home can only
become truly smart when there
is sufficient data about its status
and performance with respect
to home security, lighting, heat,
energy efficiency, occupancy
and more, available for analysis
and use in automation systems,”
explains Martin Woolley, Technical
Programs Manager at the
Bluetooth SIG.
“That data will come from
sensors installed all around the
home, inside and out, and relayed
using Bluetooth, perhaps across
a mesh network. Sensor devices
must be able to run on small
batteries for extended periods
of time or, in some situations,
using no batteries at all, instead
harvesting energy from natural
sources. Bluetooth Smart’s low
energy requirements make it
an ideal fit with scenarios of this
sort,” Woolley adds.
With low power consumption
being the jewel in Bluetooth
Smart’s crown, is there a danger

“Power consumption will not be compromised
through the increase in range”
Martin Woolley, Technical Programs Manager, Bluetooth SIG

that this will be pushed up if the
range is increased dramatically?
“Power consumption will not
be compromised through the
increase in range,” Woolley claims.
“Bluetooth Smart will continue to
be the ultra low power wireless
networking technology it was
originally designed to be.”
John Leonard, Product
Marketing Manager with
Bluetooth Smart vendor Nordic
Semiconductor, explains that it is
possible to increase the range of a
wireless signal without increasing
power consumption, but that
it’s a trade-off that comes at the
expense of data rate. Likewise,
data rate can be increased at the
expense of range.
“[With future versions of
Bluetooth Smart] there will be
discrete data rate steps, which
will allow a lengthening of
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possible range,” Leonard says.
“Above the current data rate of
1Mbit/s, there will be no range
increase. Below 1Mbit/s, you
essentially scale down the data
rate to get more range. Nordic
has already done this to an
extent with its nRF51 Series – for
example, at 250kbit/s data rate,
the nRF51 Series has 6Bm better
sensitivity, which is enough to
theoretically double the range.”
Leonard explained that range
and data rate are a trade-off; it’s
not possible to simultaneously
boost range and the data rate
while maintaining the same power
consumption. Engineers can
choose the trade-off that suits
their application. For example,
range reduction might not be a
problem for medical devices that
take advantage of the 2Mbit/s
data rate.

Mesh networking

Aside from the changes to
range and speed, adding a mesh
networking capability is a more
extensive technical challenge.
Bluetooth technology has
always been a point-to-point
network, with paired devices
communicating with a central
gateway such as a smartphone.
Mesh networks are different
because all the nodes can
communicate with each other,
effectively passing on each
other’s messages. Scaling such a
network is relatively simple.
“Mesh networks can be
inherently more robust than
traditional ‘hub-spoke’ topologies
such as those where devices are
centered around a router,” says
the SIG’s Martin Woolley. “Mesh
networks can offer multiple
paths from A to B and therefore
www.nordicsemi.com

Analysis
Enhancements will expand
Bluetooth Smart’s reach out of the
personal area network and into local
area networks like smart homes

www.nordicsemi.com

“I think hundreds of nodes is
conceivable,” Leonard says.
“Above that, there’s a trade-off.
There’s only a certain amount
of bandwidth which is divided
between nodes, and as you scale
down the period of time they
communicate, you can introduce
more devices.
“However, there is a finite limit
because of things like network
maintenance – smart networks
need to communicate to check
whether nodes have joined or left
the network. This is part of the
overhead transmitted in addition
to the actual payload data. Once
you start expanding the number
of nodes, the overhead gets
bigger, reducing the available
bandwidth.”

Technical challenges

Even with a practical limit on
the number of nodes, mesh
networking capability represents
a game changing moment for
Bluetooth Smart, as it expands
Bluetooth technology’s reach out
of the personal area network and
into local area networks like smart
homes. Such dramatic changes
in functionality bring technical
challenges as the standard
evolves.
One challenge will be to
maintain ease of use, which
has been a key selling point for
Bluetooth Smart. Pairing devices,
a key feature of Bluetooth Smart,
needs to remain a quick and easy
process for the user, despite the
change in network topology. It’s

A mesh network built from Bluetooth Smart lights could be used
as a more general wireless mesh network, hosting services
additional to lighting control

ilumi

increase the chances of data
reaching its destination even
when part of the network has
suffered a catastrophic failure,
such as when hardware [fails].”
The Bluetooth SIG’s vision is
that a mesh network, perhaps
built initially from Bluetooth Smart
lights, could evolve to be used
as a more general wireless mesh
network in the home, hosting
services additional to lighting
control within the same lighting
appliances. (See this issue page 14.)
“Bluetooth [Smart] lights could
also act as beacons or perform
asset tracking, monitoring, and
reporting on the location of other
objects which contain embedded
Bluetooth beacon technology,”
Woolley says. “In short, a
Bluetooth mesh lighting system
could become a very versatile
piece of wireless infrastructure in
the home and a platform to build
all manner of exciting and useful
services upon.”
Combining the mesh
networking capability with
the potential to increase the
range of each node by a factor
of four could lead to Bluetooth
Smart networks that potentially
cover huge areas. How big are
Bluetooth Smart mesh networks
realistically going to get?
Nordic’s John Leonard explains
that although in theory there isn’t
a limit to how many nodes a mesh
network could have, there may
well be a practical limit.

unclear what the exact scheme
will be for pairing Bluetooth
Smart devices to devices in a
mesh network, but Leonard
speculates that the smartphone
may still need to be a key part
of the home network in order to
facilitate this.
“Pairing a Bluetooth Smart
lamp with your smartphone
allows subsequent devices being
paired to that phone to access
the encryption key - enabling
them to communicate with any
other devices in the network,”
Leonard says. “It’s an incremental
thing – the devices each get the
information from the phone, and
then they start looking for preexisting devices [to communicate
with].”
Another challenge will be to
maintain security in networks
that will include many more
devices and span much wider
areas. Wireless technologies such
as Near Field Communication
(NFC) rely on their short range
for security purposes, as lack
of range means it’s harder
for hackers to communicate
with devices – they have to be
physically close to them in order
to intercept communications,
and that increases chances of
detection. Increasing the area of a
network potentially multiplies the
security risk.
The Bluetooth SIG’s Martin
Woolley claims Bluetooth
technology will be secure even
over wide networks. “Range is not
a factor in Bluetooth security,” he
says. “Security is assured through
Bluetooth [technology’s] pairing
process which uses [technology
to ensure the] pairing process
is itself secure, after which AES
128-bit encryption can be used
to encrypt data transmitted over
the link. In either of these two
scenarios, the process is secure
against eavesdroppers in range
of the two paired and connected
devices.”
Increased range and mesh
networking aren’t the only
enhancements on the Bluetooth
technology roadmap. Additional
features and profile updates
will be previewed in the coming
months, says the Bluetooth SIG. Z
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ulp PRODUCT selection guide

Ultra low power wireless connectivity solutions
Find the chip you need using this latest listing of every Nordic product
IC Type

Cortex M4F

nRF51822

2.4GHz

Bluetooth Smart v4.x
& Proprietary

l

nRF51422

2.4GHz

Bluetooth Smart v4.x,
Proprietary & ANT

l

nRF8001

2.4GHz

Bluetooth Smart v4.x

nRF8002

2.4GHz

Bluetooth Smart v4.x

nRF24AP2-1CH

2.4GHz

ANT

nRF24AP2-8CH

2.4GHz

nRF24AP2-USB

Memory
OTP: One Time
Programable

Oscillators

Applications

NFC-A tag
2-Wire
Adc
Aes
Analog Comparator
Battery Monitor
I2s
PDM
Pwm
Real Time Clock
Rng
Spi
S/pdif
Temperature Sensor
Uart
Usb
Appcessories
PC Peripherals
Sports & Fitness
Gaming
Cellphone Accessories
Consumer Electronics
Automation
Healthcare
Toys
Wearables
Smart Home
Beacon

l

CPU

Peripherals

MPU
Balun

Bluetooth Smart v4.x,
Proprietary & ANT

Transceiver

2.4GHz

Integrated Circuits
“chips”

Connectivity

Wireless
Protocol

System-on-Chip

Operating
Band

FPU
DSP

ICs

On-Chip

WLCSP

Ref. Designs

Dev Tools

Wafer-level
chip-scale
package
option

nRF52 Series
64kB RAM
512kB Flash

l

Cortex M0

32kB or 16kB RAM
128kB or 256kB Flash

l

Cortex M0

32kB or 16kB RAM
128kB or 256kB Flash

l

–

–

16MHz / 32kHz Crystal
32kHz RC

–

–

16MHz Crystal
32kHz RC

l

–

–

16MHz / 32kHz Crystal

l

l

l

l

l

ANT

l

–

–

16MHz / 32kHz Crystal

l

l

l

l

2.4GHz

ANT

l

–

–

16MHz Crystal

l

l

nRF24LE1

2.4GHz

Proprietary

l

8051

1kB + 256B RAM
16kB + 1.5kB Flash

16MHz / 32kHz Crystal
16MHz / 32kHz RC

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

nRF24LE1 OTP

2.4GHz

Proprietary

l

8051

1kB + 256B RAM
16kB + 1kB OTP

16MHz / 32kHz Crystal
16MHz / 32kHz RC

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

nRF24LU1+

2.4GHz

Proprietary

l

8051

2kB + 256B RAM
16/32kB Flash

16MHz Crystal

l

l

l

l

l

l

nRF24LU1+ OTP

2.4GHz

Proprietary

l

8051

2kB + 256B RAM
16kB + 1kB OTP

16MHz Crystal

l

l

l

l

l

nRF24L01+

2.4GHz

Proprietary

–

–

16MHz Crystal

l

2.4GHz

Proprietary

–

–

16MHz Crystal

nRF9E5

433 / 868
915MHz

Proprietary

8051

4kB + 256B RAM

4 / 8 / 12 / 16 / 20MHz
Crystal

nRF905

433 / 868
915MHz

Proprietary

–

–

4 / 8 / 12 / 16 / 20MHz
Crystal

nRF52832

l

l

l

32MHz / 32kHz Crystal
64MHz / 32kHz RC

l

l

l

l

l

16MHz / 32kHz Crystal
16MHz / 32kHz RC

l

l

l

16MHz / 32kHz Crystal
16MHz / 32kHz RC

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

–

Single Board Preview
Dev Kit

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

PC Desktop, Smart Remote,
Smartphone Demo Apps, Beacon

Single Board Dev Kit,
Dongle

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Smartphone Demo Apps

Single Board Dev Kit,
Dongle

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

PC Desktop, Smart Remote,
Smartphone Demo Apps

nRFgo Dev Kit,
Prog. Kit

Key Tag,
Smartphone Demo Apps

nRFgo Dev Kit,
Prog. Kit

l

Smartphone Demo App

ANT Dev Kit

l

l

Smartphone Demo App

ANT Dev Kit

l

l

ANT USB Dongle

ANT Dev Kit

l

PC Desktop, Smart Remote,
R/C Toy

nRFgo Dev Kit,
Prog. Kit

l

l

PC Desktop, Smart Remote,
R/C Toy

nRFgo Dev Kit,
Prog. Kit

l

l

l

PC Desktop, Smart Remote,
R/C Toy

nRFgo Dev Kit,
Prog. Kit

l

l

l

l

PC Desktop, Smart Remote,
R/C Toy

nRFgo Dev Kit,
Prog. Kit

l

l

l

–

Eval Kit

l

l

l

Microphone

nRFgo Dev Kit

l

–

Eval Kit

l

–

Eval Kit

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

nRF51 Series

nRF8000 Series
l

l

l

l

nRF24AP Series

l

nRF24L Series

l

l

nRF24 Series
nRF2460 (mono)

l

l

l

l

nRF900 Series
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l

l

www.nordicsemi.com

l

l

l

l

l

www.nordicsemi.com

l
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Connected home gets smarter
Bluetooth Smart wireless home automation is rapidly taking center stage in the
maturing Internet of Things. ULP Wireless Q reports
OORT’s Bluetooth Smart controllers turn any device
into a wirelessly connected, app-controlled one

B

ack in 1967, renowned
U.S. broadcast journalist
Walter Kronkite
dedicated an entire
episode of his forward-looking
show, The 21st Century, to what
he predicted the home of the
future would look like.
The program’s new millennium
home was a place of pushbutton luxury, a central console
providing fingertip control of
an array of equipment, while in
the kitchen an automatic chef
prepared and served meals,
before cleaning up. Robot
servants meanwhile took care
of almost everything else, while
the house’s owners retired to
their home office and ‘electronic
correspondence machines’.
Often cited as “the most
trusted man in America”,
Kronkite’s vision of today’s smart
home nearly 50 years ago was
predictably wide of the mark.
As Danish Nobel Prize-winning
physicist Nils Bohr once noted:
“prediction is very difficult,
especially if it’s about the future”.
Fast forward to 2015 and the

smart home is very much on the
consumer agenda, just not in
the way Kronkite envisaged. A
recent study by market research
analyst GfK asked consumers in
seven countries to select which
of 11 leading edge technologies
would be important to their
lives, with 51 percent citing smart
home solutions, comfortably
outstripping wearables, Cloud
computing, and 3D printing.
Only mobile payment systems
recorded a similar level of
consumer interest.
Of the smart home
technologies that hold the
greatest appeal, GfK said energy
and lighting, security & control,
entertainment & connectivity,
health, and smart appliances
were dominant.
“As the Internet of Things
technology is embedded in
an ever-increasing array of
household product categories,
smart home has the potential
to be one of the biggest tech
adoption revolutions we’ve seen
in decades,” says Rob Barrish,
GfK’s Senior Vice President for
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Technology in North America.
That revolution will rely on
wireless connectivity. Mature
technologies such as Wi-Fi, IEEE
802.15.4, and ZigBee are all likely
to play a part in the smart home,
but it’s Bluetooth Smart’s wide
consumer familiarity, low power
consumption, and smartphone
interoperability that’s seeing
it take an early lead in home
automation applications.

Smart lighting

Corey Egan, Co-Founder and
CEO of ilumi Solutions, a Dallas,
Texas-based developer of smart
lighting and Internet of Things
(IoT) products echoes Barrish’s
enthusiasm for the smart home’s
potential. ilumi recently unveiled
the second generation of its
Nordic Semiconductor-powered
LED Smartbulbs. (See page
five.) These can be wirelessly
networked with up to 50 other
Smartbulbs via ilumi’s Bluetooth
Smart-based mesh, allowing a
user to outfit a house and achieve
a lighting control system with just
an app on their smartphone.

While ilumi achieved its funding
goal on crowdsourcing website
Kickstarter in just 24 hours,
eventually raising over $145,000
and underlining consumer
enthusiasm for home automation
technologies, Egan believes the
uptake of home automation
solutions will really take off when
the emphasis is given to ‘smart’
rather than simply ‘connected’
devices.
“As the IoT evolves, I see a
future where we are not simply
sitting behind smartphones
talking to our lights, or our
dishwasher, or our TV. From a set
up or configuration perspective
that’s fine, but the real solution
is something that works in an
obvious way, [so the consumer
doesn’t] have to think about it,”
says Egan.
“This connected environment
will make life more convenient,
more enriched, and healthier.
That’s the real power of the IoT
and the connected world.”
In addition to app control via a
Bluetooth Smart Ready mobile,
ilumi’s Smartbulbs provide a
www.nordicsemi.com
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palette of over a million, tuneable
colors, but as Egan says, to focus
on the novelty factor in smart
home technologies is missing the
point.
“[The Smartbulb] is not just a
multicolor bulb for party time,”
continues Egan. “You can adjust
the color and brightness, but
through the app we actually help
the user to set up the right type
of lighting and preferences for
them and those can be stored in
the bulb.
“You can set a ‘sunrise’ to help
wake you up in the morning, or
you can turn on wellness lighting
or circadian lighting to help
promote your body’s natural
rhythm.”

OORT offers a Bluetooth Smart- and Wi-Fi-controlled smart home system

Smart appliances

Wi-Fi compatible OORT
SmartHub, devices can also be
operated when away from the
home from a mobile device or
through OORT’s Cloud platform
on a standard web browser.
In both cases OORT has
adopted a business-to-businessto-consumer (B2B2C) model,
targeting traditional home
appliance manufacturers rather
than consumers directly with
its Bluetooth Smart controllers,
while working with energy and
telecoms providers to market its
SmartHub smart home system.
The rationale, as OORT Chief
Marketing Officer Szymon Janiak
explains, is two-fold. On the
one hand it provides appliance
manufacturers and service
providers with an additional
revenue stream, on the other
it leverages these companies’

Another enterprise at the
forefront of the smart home boom
is Polish company, OORT. OORT
specializes in converting standard
appliances into smart ones,
as well as offering a Bluetooth
Smart- and Wi-Fi-controlled
smart home system that can be
remotely operated via the Cloud
when a user is away from their
home. (See page three.)
OORT’s Bluetooth Smart
controllers - powered by Nordic’s
nRF51 Series Systems-on-Chip
(SoCs) - enable home appliance
manufacturers to turn any
electronic or electromechanical
device into a wirelessly connected
one, thereby allowing consumers
to directly control their smart
devices via the partner app.
With the addition of a
Bluetooth Smart Ready and

ilumi’s Smartbulbs provide a palette
of over a million, tuneable colors

www.nordicsemi.com

“The smart home has the potential to be one of the biggest tech
adoption revolutions we’ve seen in decades”
existing customer relationships to
accelerate consumer adoption of
smart home technologies, which
despite the hype, is a market still
very much in its infancy.
“The whole idea behind
changing devices into smart
ones is about shifting the
business paradigm, because so
far manufacturers earn margins
on selling hardware. By making
connected devices they can
do things differently because
the hardware itself becomes a
gateway; a gateway to cross-sell
and upsell additional [services],”
says Janiak.
“Energy providers and
telecoms operators are constantly
looking to diversify, and smart
home solutions are a natural fit
[enabling easy bundling] with
services they already provide.
“It’s still very immature

technology, and if you want to
introduce that technology you
have to do a lot of education and
promotion to create a demand.
These companies have the
resources to do it.”

Impediments to adoption

Immature technology or not,
smart home technologies will
continue to gain momentum,
particularly if the industry
can overcome the often cited
concerns of an intrigued but wary
consumer. GfK’s study claimed
the perceived high cost of smart
home technologies, as well as
privacy, were the leading barriers
to wider adoption. Janiak agrees.
“People are concerned about
adopting this new technology
because they are afraid they will
be constantly watched by third
parties, and all the information
about them will be gathered in a
server,” says Janiak.
“Like every new technology it
needs time for implementation.
For people who are involved in
technology the whole IoT smart
sector is top of mind, but for an
average consumer it still needs
time to enter the mass market.
“We need more education, and
we need more devices that are
really solving problems. Often
people call IoT a solution in search
of a problem. We need to create
devices that will bring really
obvious value for the customers,
and that will be affordable. It’s
a slow process, but it’s coming,
and in the next few years we will
see the explosion of smart home
solutions.” Z
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Making the IoT accessible
yet secure from hackers
IoT connectivity makes a device smart but increases its vulnerability to attack from
the unscrupulous. By Caroline Hayes
Caroline Hayes
is a U.K.-based
technology
journalist

IoT security is exercising
the minds of the
brightest engineers

W

hile unauthorized
access to the
data held on a
smartwatch might
be embarrassing for the device’s
owner it’s hardly the most serious
crime; data stolen from smart
grids or air traffic control systems,
however, could be a threat
to national security. As more
devices become connected to
the Internet of Things (IoT) such
threats loom large.
Examples of how connected
devices can be hacked and
altered have made headlines.
In one instance, researchers at
Wired magazine hacked the
Internet-connected infotainment
system of a vehicle and rewrote
the firmware, taking control of
the gearbox. Worse yet, in 2014
the Heartbleed bug enabled
hackers to read the memory
of Open Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) software systems and
steal encrypted data. This
prompted SSL’s replacement
with Transport Layer Security
(TLS) and Datagram Transport
Layer Security (DTLS) to secure
communication over the Internet.
There will be hundreds of
billions of devices connected
to a mature IoT, and every one
of them will be vulnerable to
attack. According to John
Leonard, Product Marketing
Manager, Nordic Semiconductor,
the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES), the most
popular application protocol for
connected devices, offers strong
protection, especially at the
embedded level.
Previously, Bluetooth Smart
devices - the technology has been
suggested as a good foundation

“The overriding feeling now is security is not optional for IoT and it
must be in the design from the beginning”
for the IoT - typically had
limitations on compute power
and memory capacity resources
available to the chip. Both
resources play a fundamental role
in complex security algorithm
implementation, but: “The latest
generation of Bluetooth Smart
SoCs [now] have processing and
memory capabilities to overcome
[those] resource constraints,”
says Leonard.
He cites the example of
Nordic’s recently introduced IPv6
over Bluetooth Smart stack. This
enables Bluetooth Smart devices
to connect to the Internet without
requiring the resources of a
complex and expensive ‘gateway’
(see ULP WQ Spring 2015 pg 8)
and implements Internet-level
security using TLS and DTLS.
“TLS secures Transmission
Control Protocol [TCP] and is
geared towards connected and
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acknowledged communications
[used in banking, for example].
DTLS secures User Datagram
Protocol [UDP] and supports the
‘fire and forget’ Internet traffic,
which probably represents the
majority of future IoT data traffic,”
explains Leonard.
Meanwhile, other electronics
vendors are adding security
features to their technology in
anticipation of a fully-fledged
IoT. For example, U.K.-based
ARM, whose processors
power many IoT-connected
devices, has introduced its
TrustZone hardware-based
technology. TrustZone uses
secure partitioning of encryption
keys in memory to protect
peripherals. Sensitive data can
only be accessed by a verified,
trusted source. The latest version,
TrustZone-M, was launched at
ARM TechCon in November.

Processor maker Intel also offers
hardware-based security support,
using its Enhanced Privacy ID,
to help maintain anonymity in
devices connected to the IoT.

Securing tomorrow’s IoT

As more devices are connected
to the IoT the opportunities for
malevolent hackers to intercept
commercially-valuable system
software during over-the-air
firmware updates will multiply.
Such software could be subject to
reverse engineering and copied
or interrogated for security
weaknesses. U.S. manufacturer,
Rigado, has reacted to such
a threat with its BMD-200A
Bluetooth Smart module.
The module allows Rigado’s
customers to adapt
non-connected products to
Bluetooth Smart connectivity.
Bluetooth Smart can be added
www.nordicsemi.com

Analysis
to an existing non-connected
product using a single serial port.
The module is based on the
nRF51822 SoC from Nordic
(which incorporates an ARM
Cortex M0 microprocessor).
Rigado has cleverly included an
encrypted bootloader for overthe-air firmware updates in the
field in the module’s repertoire.
The bootloader uses AES-128
encryption to protect application
firmware. Each module can
be programed with a unique
encryption key, allowing firmware
updates to be encrypted at
the server level. They are only
decrypted once the firmware
is safely ported to the device,
protecting the data while it is
being transmitted.
By adding IPv6 capability to
Bluetooth Smart, Nordic has not
only made it easier to connect
Bluetooth Smart products to
the IoT but also improved their
security. In the first instance IPv6
offers far more IP addresses
(see ULP WQ Spring 2015
pg 18), enhancing privacy by
encouraging the use of random
identifiers in addresses.
Previously, a Bluetooth Smart
device’s IP connectivity relied on
a gateway device (for example,
a smartphone) to take its data

Rigado’s Bluetooth Smart module boasts an encrypted bootloader for
over-the-air firmware updates to thwart hackers

and convert it to an IP packet for
Internet communication.
Now, with IPv6 over Bluetooth
Smart capability, Bluetooth Smart
devices will be able to leverage
the services of a new generation
of ‘edge routers’ which handle
heterogeneous communication
topologies (for example,
Bluetooth Smart, Wi-Fi, IEEE
802.15.4).
These edge routers will receive
IP packets directly from the
Bluetooth Smart device, most
likely formatted as IPv6 over Lowpower Wireless Personal Area

Network (6LowPAN), explains
John Leonard. This ‘end-to-end’ IP
connectivity will allow Bluetooth
Smart products to rapidly adopt
any security measures developed
for other parts of the IoT rather
than relying on proprietary
security measures.
Those security measures are
already on the drawing board.
In September this year, the IoT
Security Foundation (IoTSF) was
launched. Made up of over 30
companies, including Intel and
Broadcom, Vodafone and BT, it
will work with other IoT alliances

ULP Wireless Q now available as a digital
download on Apple iPad
Nordic Semiconductor’s ULP Wireless Q keeps you up to date on
everything that’s happening in the Bluetooth Smart, ANT+, and
proprietary ultra low power wireless technology sector

and standards bodies to develop
best practice for secure devices.
“It is vital to the adoption of
existing and new systems that
security is addressed from the
start, that it is fit for purpose, and
that it can be managed over the
lifecycle of the system,” says John
Moor, a director of IoTSF.
Leonard agrees security must
be considered early. “Security is
not optional for IoT and must be
in the design from the beginning;
trying to introduce it afterwards
will be flawed.
“And one of the most important
aspects to account for when
designing secure systems is the
ability to upgrade firmware and
upgrade or patch the security
on each device. This is important
because it creates self-healing
systems in case of attacks and
exposure of vulnerabilities.”
Starting from an academic
concept in 1999, the IoT is now
close to becoming a tour de force
for mobile connectivity. Analyst
Gartner, predicts 5.5 million
devices will be added every day
in 2016, culminating in 6.4 billion
devices worldwide by year end.
If security can be maintained,
consumer confidence will mean
growth will continue for many
years to come. Z
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Case Study

Cinema sound for portable devices
3D Sound Labs is changing the way consumers experience audio and Nordic’s
technology is key to its success. ULP Wireless Q reports

W

atching a
Hollywood
blockbuster or
playing a video
game are two of life’s many joys;
activities which are made all the
more pleasurable when taking
full advantage of today’s multichannel audio technologies. But
while the eight-speaker set up
demanded by the latest 7.1 audio
format may be acceptable for
a dedicated home cinema or
gaming room, it’s hardly practical
on a tablet computer.
Entrepreneur Dimitri Singer,
consumer electronics specialist
Xavier Bonjour, and research
engineer Renaud Séguier’s vision
was to marry the advantages
of surround sound with the
convenience of headphones
that can be used with PCs, Macs,
tablets, and smartphones. The
three Frenchmen formed 3D
Sound Labs in January 2014
aiming to develop 3D audio
technology that works with
their comfortable, lightweight
headphones to reproduce highquality “3D” sound from multiple
audio sources.
“We believe that 3D sound
is the future of audio,” explains
Singer, CEO of the Paris-based
company. “But we realized that
nobody was going arrange 20 or
more loudspeakers around the
room to reproduce this sound,
especially if they were watching a
movie on a tablet, so headphones
were the natural choice. Our
technology is perfectly suited
for movies, video games, as
well as upcoming virtual reality
applications.”
3D Sound Labs’ first product,
the 3D Sound One, debuted
at CES in Las Vegas in January
2015, and, priced at $299, is now
enjoying healthy sales via the
company’s website. (See ULP WQ
Summer 2015 pg 4.)
The product features a novel
combination of wired- and
wireless-connectivity and some
clever software. Users plug in
to their tablet, for example, and

The 3D Sound One allows the user to
experience cinema-quality surround
sound while watching movies or
gaming on a tablet computer

the software “renders” the audio
stream into crystal-clear, spatially
discrete audio channels. Once
the brain has done its work, the
listener experiences rich sound in
three dimensions.
Impressive enough in itself,
but 3D Sound Labs has taken
things a step further by linking
head movements to the sound
direction, in real time. So, for
example, if the sound is coming
directly from the listener’s left and
they rotate their head to the right,
the sound source will appear to
remain static, now coming from
somewhere behind the left ear.
This motion tracking
technology relies on a Bluetooth
Smart wireless link which sends
information about the user’s head
movements - gleaned from an
accelerometer, magnetometer,
and gyroscope built in to the
headset - to an app on the host
device. The app then computes
the revised positional source
of the sound and relays the
information back over the
Bluetooth Smart link without the
user experiencing any delay.

The natural choice

“The 3D Sound One wouldn’t
be possible without Bluetooth
Smart,” notes Singer. “It’s
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the natural choice for our
application because not only
does it offer low latency, modest
power consumption, and
good bandwidth but also the
technology has been adopted by
virtually all the major consumer
electronics manufacturers.
“We benchmarked the
leading Bluetooth Smart
solutions on the market and
eventually decided the Nordic
[nRF51 Series] chip best suited
our needs. We really liked the
integration of the Bluetooth
Smart radio and the application
processor [ARM Cortex M0]
into a single chip,” he explains.
“The high level of integration
reduced space requirements
on our PCB and decreased the
complexity of PCB design and
layout. The processor has plenty
of computational power to look
after our application and the
power consumption figures and
the developments tools are also
excellent.”
Singer also appreciated the
nRF51 Series chip’s software
architecture, which separates the
Bluetooth software protocol and
the customer’s application code,
noting: “[Software separation] is
really helpful because it ensures
that the RF protocol can’t be

corrupted by application software
development.”
Product development can be
fraught for fledgling companies
because technical support from
large chip vendors can be difficult
to negotiate.
According to Singer, however,
this was not 3D Sound Labs’
experience with Nordic. He cites
two examples, the first was when
Nordic’s engineers “fine tuned”
the wireless connectivity to
ensure the headphones passed
FCC and CE compliance testing
and certification.
Second, Nordic solved a tricky
problem of compatibility with the
enhanced Windows 10 operating
system (OS).
“This level of support is a
dream for a small company
that needs to move fast on a
new product,” confirms Singer.
“When compared with other
semiconductor companies the
support Nordic offers is excellent.”
Today 3D Sound Labs has
expanded to 16 staff - half of
whom are engaged in research
and development. Meanwhile
Singer is driving a new round
of financing to sustain the
company’s growth.
Nordic will be a key factor in
that growth, Singer says, having
been selected as the Bluetooth
Smart chip provider for 3D Smart
Labs’ next product which is slated
for launch in the middle of 2016.
He would like to see both
companies advance together revealing a wish that Nordic adds
a Bluetooth Smart Ready chip to
its proven Bluetooth Smart family.
“Such a development would
allow us to design a fully wireless
3D audio solution, with the
Bluetooth Smart chip looking
after the positional information
while a low latency, high-quality
Bluetooth Smart Ready chip
streams the audio. We’re
confident such a chip would be
perfect for the job.” Z
For more information go to
www.3dsoundlabs.com.
www.nordicsemi.com

TECHNICAL BRIEFING

Wireless connectivity improves
diabetic health outcomes
Continuous glucose monitoring improves diabetes management and promises a
brighter future for Type 1 sufferers. By Kat Kent

D

Kat Kent is a Canadabased technology
journalist and a
wireless applications
engineer

iabetes is a major
non-communicable
disease that is rapidly
increasing in prevalence
worldwide. Globally, around
35 million people are currently
living with type 1 diabetes (T1D),
and this number is rising by an
estimated 3 percent each year.
T1D is an auto-immune
disease that destroys the
insulin-producing cells in the
pancreas and can affect fit and
slim people. The disease is the
most common type of diabetes
diagnosed in children and is not
yet preventable or curable. T1D
is a different disease to type 2
diabetes, which is caused by a
resistance to insulin rather than
an absence of it, and is often
exacerbated by lack of exercise
and obesity.
Treatment of T1D involves
diabetics injecting insulin to
maintain a healthy balance of
glucose in the blood. If the level
dips too low, the patient risks
hypoglycemia which can cause
confusion, shaking, palpitations,
abnormal breathing, and even
coma. Hyperglycemia, or a high
level of blood glucose, can cause
long-term damage to the kidneys,
heart, brain, and eyes.
Modern treatment regimes,
including the use of pumps
which deliver precise volumes of
insulin throughout the day, have
dramatically improved long-term
outcomes. But such treatment
still relies on repeated manual
blood glucose readings using
a needle to pierce the skin and
depositing a drop of blood onto a
monitor. The process carries the
risk of infection, is inconvenient,
and does not provide information
about the current rate of change
www.nordicsemi.com

The Dexcom G4
Platinum wirelessly
transmits blood glucose
data to a convenient
display unit and up to
five smartphones

in the blood glucose level.
Wireless technology now
promises to drastically reduce
these manual tests (to around two
per day for calibration purposes)
by enabling continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) to provide
detailed information 24/7 without
the user’s intervention.

Managing T1D

The correct timing and volume of
each insulin dose varies depending
on the quantity and type of food
consumed, and exercise levels.
(Active muscles burn glucose
more rapidly compared to
those at rest.) The goal for T1D
diabetics is to maintain blood
glucose concentration between
4 – 9mmol/l (or 72 – 162mg/dl)
with minimal variation throughout
the day.
Monitoring blood glucose this
precisely is tedious and often

impractical due to limited time
and testing sites. Continuous
glucose monitoring (CGM)
provides the answer and allows
T1D patients to take control of
their health. For example, CGM is
particularly helpful for patients
who find it difficult to monitor
their food intake and activity level,
including young children and the
elderly. CGM can also provide
motivation for making healthier
lifestyle choices because patients
can quickly relate how food
consumption, or exercise, impact
their blood glucose levels.
The benefits of CGM are
now being realized with the
introduction of U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)approved medical products such
as the Dexcom G4 Platinum. The
unit uses a Nordic Semiconductor
nRF8001 Bluetooth Smart chip
to transmit glucose levels from a

monitor mounted on the patient’s
skin to a companion app on a
smartphone or smartwatch,
with measurements taken as
often as every five minutes. The
measurements can be shared
with up to five additional phones
via the Cloud, enabling family and
medical staff access to the data.
(See ULP WQ Summer 2015 pg 3).
The Dexcom G4 Platinum
transmits the glucose data
using the CGM Bluetooth Profile
Specification. This wireless
profile states its purpose is: “to
enable a device to connect and
interact with a CGM sensor for
use in consumer healthcare
applications”. The profile’s
existence simplifies the design of
future CGM products. Alternative
standards can also be used, for
example the ANT+ Continuous
Glucose Monitor Device Profile
is available to members of the
ANT+ Alliance, and provides
interoperability between both
continuous and discrete glucose
measurement devices and their
displays. At present, only discrete
glucose measurement devices are
using the ANT+ device profile.
Both the Bluetooth and
ANT+ profiles include support
for transmitting glucose
measurements; hyper- and hypoglucose alerts; rate of change
values and alerts, and calibration.
The Bluetooth profile also allows
for configurable high and low
alerts to be set at levels specified
by the user. Both profiles
also support the exchange of
previous measurement data so
that information is not missed
if the connection between the
sensor and display fails. Power
consumption is minimized using
a configurable communication
which is typically set at five
minutes, matching the optimum
measurement interval for the
CGM sensor and extending
battery life for up to a week. Z
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ANT WIRELESS UPDATE

High node count and IoT with ANT
ANT supports a range of topologies providing design flexibility, explains Mike Rounding

F

resh data from analyst
Gartner reports that by
2020 nearly 20.7 billion
‘things’ will be connected
to form the Internet of Things
(IoT), compared with just 4.9
billion devices today.
ANT has been a part of the
IoT since before the term was
coined. The ANT+ ecosystem
is a microcosm of the IoT in
sport and fitness: multibrand
interoperability across dozens
of device types lets consumers
choose the devices they’re most
comfortable with, regardless of
manufacturer.
The assurance that ANT+
devices are going to connect and
work highlights the technology
as a successful IoT ecosystem.
The latest ANT+ device profiles
are for bike lights and dropper
seat posts, further expanding the
product ecosystem.
Isochronous channels with
ANT give integrators flexibility in
the types of topologies they can
use, and device manufacturers
are now using ANT in high-nodecount networks to build IoT
products. Bike lights built on the
new ANT+ device profile use an
ANT high-node-count topology,
for example. Other use cases
could include networked wireless
asset tracking tags, home-based
lighting control systems, or even
industrial applications.

ANT topologies

Shared channel. This is a star
topology (one-to-many) with low
latency from one master to many
slaves. It works well in control
applications, including those
with slowly changing data. Up to
65,000 slaves can be managed
from a single master with
bidirectional communication.
ANT+ bike lights work on
this topology. A controller (for
example, remote, bike computer
or smartphone) uses a single
channel to control an entire
bike light network through one
master light.
Continuous scanning. This
star topology has the lowest

ANT+ bike lights operate using
a controller that employs
a single channel to control
an entire bike light network
through one master light

“ANT has been a part of the IoT since before the term was coined”
latency for collecting data from
many battery-powered devices,
at the expense of high power
usage on the collector. Such a
topology has been successful
in gym use cases. While
connectionless, bidirectional
communication makes it possible
to control multiple pieces of
fitness equipment from a central
location using the ANT+ FE-C
Device Profile.
Companies such as Garmin
and North Pole Engineering
(NPE) have deployed fitness
monitoring and control products
based on continuous scanning.
Scan & forward. This is a mesh
topology, an important concept
in the IoT. While connectionless,
single devices can significantly
extend their range by having
other devices forward messages
onward in the same network.
Two channels are used on each
node: one scans for incoming
messages, the second forwards
received new messages on to
neighbor nodes in range. Devices
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can be added and removed
seamlessly, the network is selfforming and -healing. Latency
does increase with more nodes
and broad distribution.
Higher power usage makes
this topology better suited to
applications where more power
is available. This can be very
effective in control applications
covering broad areas, and data
collection from slowly changing
and broadly spaced data sources.
Connected Mesh. This selfforming and -healing mesh adds
connections between nodes (up
to four channels per node), so
they know who their neighbors
are. Communication is protected
by AES-128bit encryption.
All nodes share the same
responsibilities and there are
no special router nodes. These
advances allow every node to be
battery powered.
These topologies can be
controlled from any ANT-capable
device, be it standalone remote
controls or one of the 240

million plus Android devices in
circulation that support ANT.

Software support

Multiprotocol chips from
Nordic Semiconductor such as
the nRF51422 and nRF52832
Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) not
only let developers build flexible
network topologies with ANT,
but also build control channels
with Bluetooth Smart, opening
up an even broader range of
control options.
Recently, ANT licensed
alpha releases of the S212
ANT SoftDevice (RF protocol
software) and the S332
concurrent ANT/Bluetooth
low energy SoftDevice. These
SoftDevices are compatible with
Nordic’s nRF52832 SoC and offer
support for up to 15 channels
with selectable encryption. Z
Mike Rounding is Product
Manager with ANT Wireless.
Visit www.thisisant.com for
product information.
www.nordicsemi.com

NORDIC INSIDE

Hammerhead One Bicycle
Navigation System
This LED-based bicycle navigation device provides simple and safe ‘at a glance’
directions for cyclists following their own or other popular cycling routes
According to UK market intelligence agency Mintel, in 2014 sales of
bicycle accessories outstripped sales of bikes themselves, with 21
percent of frequent cyclists having purchased a bicycle computer or
GPS device in the previous 12 months. Hammerhead’s bicycle navigation
system not only offers directional advice, but also measures road
dynamics and provides altitude profile mapping

The Hammerhead One mounts to the handlebars of any
bicycle, providing the rider with an at a glance interface for
directions and turn instructions through an array of red,
green, and blue (RGB) LEDs. Turns, distances, hazards, as
well as actual speed versus goal speed, are all conveyed
through simple and intuitive light patterns, in much the same
way an aircraft carrier’s optical landing system uses lights as
visual clues to safely guide navy pilots in to land

In the 1950 Tour De France Algerian rider
Abdel-Kader Zaaf was leading the stage from
Perpignan to Nîmes when in the intense heat he
decided to take a break and rest in the shade of
a tree. When he came around he was so
disorientated he set off in the wrong direction,
not realizing his mistake until he came face to
face with the chasing pack of riders

Hammerhead One employs Nordic Semiconductor’s
multiprotocol nRF51422 System-on-Chip (SoC) to provide
both ANT+ and Bluetooth Smart wireless connectivity to
both iOS and Android-compatible Bluetooth Smart Ready
devices. The chip’s ultra low power (ULP) operating
characteristics allow the Hammerhead One to operate
continuously for up to 10 hours between recharges

The first bike ‘computer’
was invented by Curtis
Veeder in 1895. A simple
mechanical device, Veeder’s
Cyclometer counted the
number of rotations of a
bicycle wheel and
transmitted the information
by cable to an analog
odometer mounted on the
handlebars which converted
the wheel rotations into the
number of miles travelled

www.nordicsemi.com
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in the press

Powering the IoT
Bluetooth Smart sensors leverage existing Internet standards for end-to-end compatibility
Once a sensor adopts IPv6 and is
connected to the Internet it can exchange
data with powerful Cloud-based servers

By John Leonard,
Product Marketing
Manager, Nordic
Semiconductor

While engineers can still
use IPv4, the majority are
now (albeit slowly) building
IPv6 into new devices being
connected to the Internet. The
packet headers of IPv4 and IPv6
are different so the two protocols
are not interoperable - which has
slowed the latter’s introduction
- but there are several “transition
mechanisms” that allow them to
communicate.
Apart from increasing the
number of available addresses,
IPv6 has several other advantages
over IPv4. Included among these
are greater packet payload,
multicasting (the transmission of
a packet to multiple destinations
in a single send operation,
something that’s optional in
IPv4), simplified processing, and
improved mobility.
Once a device adopts IPv6
and is connected to the Internet,
either directly via a wired
connection or a wireless one
relayed by a headless router, it is
able to seamlessly communicate
and exchange information
with every other IPv6-enabled
device. In the case of the Internet
of Things (IoT), those devices
range from powerful Cloud
servers that can crunch the
data from millions of sensors
and make intelligent decisions
based on the information - for
example to optimize traffic
control in a large city - to PCs,
tablets, and smartphones. It
also means that IPv6-enabled
things can talk to other IPv6enabled things without requiring
the services of a computer.
Consequently sensors can talk
to other sensors even if they
use different wireless- and
wired-protocols (for example,
Bluetooth Smart, ZigBee, ‘classic’

“Soon Bluetooth Smart devices will be able to
communicate with any other IPv6-enabled device via
connection to the Internet using headless routers”
Bluetooth, Ethernet or Wi-Fi)
and, for example, optimize their
operation to take into account
the performance of their peers.

IoT compatibility

Today, Bluetooth Smart
peripherals such as activity
sensors can only connect to
the Internet via a gateway
such as a smartphone. The
software and computational
power that manages the data
transfer to the Internet resides
on the smartphone. This is
an acceptable solution for
the “Internet of my Things”
(wireless peripherals owned by
a consumer who always carries a
handheld) but is hardly practical
for IoT applications.
But tomorrow, thanks to the
addition of Internet Protocol
Support Profile (ISPS) in the
Bluetooth specification and
some innovative work by
Nordic’s engineers, Bluetooth
Smart devices will be able to
communicate with any other
IPv6-enabled device using
headless routers.

Because the router will simply act
as a neutral device, relaying IPv6
packets to other devices on the
Internet without performing any
analysis or manipulation, millions
of devices that are already in
service but were previously
incompatible with Bluetooth
Smart sensors will be able to act

Wireless Design &
Development
This is an extract of an article first
published in Wireless Design &
Development in October 2015

as routers. Additional routers
will not require sophisticated
operating systems so can be
inexpensive to produce and
deploy.
In this way, Bluetooth Smart
technology will enable seamless
wireless connections of things-tothings and things-to-the-Internet
using open standards – thus
forming a practical and costeffective foundation technology
for the IoT.
Analysts say of the up to 30
billion IoT nodes that will be
shipped in the next decade, more
than half will be for applications
from companies that are yet
to be formed. If this promise is
to be realized, companies like
Nordic need to make it extremely
easy for developers to focus on
innovation - instead of spending
their time overcoming the
daunting technical challenges of
trying to connect a wirelesslyequipped thing to the Internet
- by providing products that
connect to the Internet straight
out of the box. The nRF51 Series
IoT SDK does exactly that. Z

To see the article in full go to: http://www.wirelessdesignmag.com/article/2015/10/ipv6-over-bluetooth-smart-lays-iot-foundations
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PEOPLE & PLACES
Domenica Wong

Years of industry experience
immediately put to good use

H

i, I’m Domenica Wong
and I have just joined
Nordic Semiconductor
to take up the newly
created role of Marketing
Communications Manager for
Asia Pacific (APAC) working from
Nordic’s Hong Kong office.
Until now my role was
performed from Nordic’s global
marketing headquarters in Oslo.
But as Nordic has grown so have
the local marketing demands in
the APAC region and the need to
have someone based locally fulltime. I also speak Cantonese and
Mandarin Chinese.
My main responsibilities will
cover the entire marketing
communications function
including advertising, events
management such as trade
shows, customer seminars, press
conferences, online and social
media activities, PR and media
relations including working
with Nordic’s Asian marketing
agencies in China, Japan, and
Korea. I will also look after
the production of marketing
collateral and running cooperative
marketing activities with Nordic’s
distribution partners.
Before joining Nordic
I completed an MBA in
Entrepreneurship and China
Business, before working for 13
years in the electronics industry

Domenica Wong, Marketing
Communications Manager - APAC and
budding artist
for distributor Memec (now
part of Avnet), manufacturer
International Rectifier, NEC
Electronics, Renesas Electronics,
and the PR agency arm of the
Hong Kong General Chamber of
Commerce.
One thing I’m really looking
forward to is the opportunity to
work with a wide range of people
from many different cultures and
within a fast-growing company
where you get to be involved with
a wide range of tasks.

Personal Profile
NAME:

Domenica Wong
job title:

Marketing Communications
Manager – APAC
joined nordic:

October 2015
based:

Hong Kong
interests include:

Family, cooking,
painting, movies

One of my first jobs in Nordic, for
example, was to help promote
the recent Asian leg of Nordic’s
2015 Global Tech Tour. To do this
we utilized social media (both
Nordic’s own channels and
external forums and community
sites) and the websites of Nordic’s
local distributors. As a result we
received a record number of
registrations in several cities, and
in Taipei, Shenzhen, Beijing, and
Seoul we even had to expand the
size of the event to accommodate
the number of overbookings.
Outside of work I enjoy cooking
healthy meals for my husband
and my daughter who is almost
two. To me food is central to
family life and a way of expressing
love and care.
I enjoy challenging myself
with different kinds of recipes
and especially love Chinese
cuisine such as stir-fried sticky
rice with cured meat and dried
mushrooms, and hairy gourd
with dried scallops and ‘drunken’
shrimps.
When I get time I also enjoy
doing something called ‘artjamming’ that is quite popular in
Hong Kong and where you go
with your friends to an organized
painting event. I really enjoy the
opportunity to be creative even
though I don’t really consider
myself that talented at painting! Z

“I’m really looking forward to the opportunity to work with a range of people from many different
cultures and in a fast-growing company where you get to be involved with a wide range of tasks”
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